15th April 2013
Mr. Peter Bernhard
Chairman
Nevada Gaming Commission
1919 College Parkway
P.O. Box 8003
Carson City, Nevada 89702

Dear Chairman Bernhard,
I write to make some comments on public submissions the Commission has received on “Regulations
Concerning Interstate Agreements for Interactive Gaming”.
Player Location versus Player Residency for taxing purposes:
None of the current submissions received by the Commission has focussed on the issue whereby
player location may be different to their normal state of residency. For example, let’s assume a 3way state compact exists between the governments of Nevada, Delaware and New Jersey. Let’s
further assume that a player who normally resides in Nevada and has been playing for many months
is aware of all of the compact sites irrespective of their operating jurisdictions. Sometime next week
that same Nevada player may end up playing poker with an internet provider who is based in
Delaware, but he/she may currently be located in New Jersey on business during their play. Should
Nevada be entitled to any or no share of the collected taxation revenues, since the player is normally
a resident of Nevada, and potentially the only reason he/she originally became aware of the
Delaware site was from the 3 state compact promotional materials endorsed by Nevada?
Nevada will need to take a position on such eventualities.
Player Geo-location Compliance:
With regard to player geo-location criteria, we respectfully submit that it would be foolish for the
Commission to adopt the XY Verify proposition in their current submission that:
“The Board consider including the cell network based mobile geolocation service platform
technologies offered by XYverify and potentially all NGC licensed Geolocation Service
Providers, as a recommended technology practice to determine player location.
Such standards as recommended by XY Verify are simply just not good enough to protect states from
breaches of the federal Wire Act.

Firstly, players can already easily “spoof’ their geo-location by simply utilising a commercially
available Virtual Private Network (VPN) for as little as $9 per month (e.g. www.hidemyass.com ) or
alternatively establish their own personal network of two computers, or use readily available remote
control software to control a Nevada-based computer from out of the state.
Geo-location for internet computer gaming is far more complex than simply relying on a player’s cell
phone location - which may be just one cell phone of many owned by a player using multiple
network providers.
The Nevada Gaming Commission needs to be assured that operators accurately know where the
person playing is currently located, and where the computer they are using is physically located.
Using available “spoofing” technology it is very easy to pretend that the person and their computer
are co-located, when in reality they are actually in different states of the USA.
There are already services freely available for smartphones (such as the Duckbone Phone App) which
allows users to divert both texts and calls from Smartphones to other Smartphones in other
geographic locations, and vice versa. This means that by using these Phone Apps, a Smartphone can
be placed in Nevada but controlled from Utah or Washington State:

The attached excerpt (See Appendix A) from a recent Forbes magazine article "Smartphone Data
Vulnerable to Base Station Spoof" also demonstrates that telephone cell towers can even be spoofed
due to weaknesses in phone 'handshaking'.

Our company’s Award-winning technology (1) can guarantee that both the player and their computer
are genuinely co-located in a state in which online gaming is legal, and deliver these genuine geolocation coordinates to operators and the Gaming Commission. However, gaming operators in
Nevada (and any associated compact states) will only use such a reliable standard if it is demanded
by authorities such as the Gaming Commission. In the absence of high standards, Nevada operators
will fall back to IP address geo-location and/or the use of cell-phones both of which can be “hacked”
and “spoofed” to impersonate the location of the player - irrespective of what the proponents of
such technologies are currently advising the operators and/or the Commission. If low geo-location
standards are allowed to exist, then the Commission will end up being a party to identifiable
breaches of the federal Wire Act by Nevada operators, embroiled in resultant litigations, be required
to re-evaluate current operating licences, and see potential chaos to Nevada’s current “gold
standard” reputation of gambling administration in the United States of America.
Identification of the real geo-location of all players is going to be even far more critical in state
compacts, where all compact parties will become liable to any low standards collectively adopted by
the contracting states and associated operating parties.
Responsible Gaming Compact Regulations:
With respect to state compact regulations we encourage the Commission to ensure comprehensive
and integrated responsible gambling regulations form part of any compact.
1. COORDINATED RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING
Limit setting, self-exclusion and any mandated exclusions should operate at a global level across all
state jurisdictions in any state compact. In other words, once a player has designated a daily or
weekly limit then that limit should apply in an aggregated sense for all of his gambling across all
compact states, irrespective of which site he/she plays at any point in time. Similarly self- or
mandated exclusions should apply across all states. This is easily achieved through an integrated precommitment system being adopted as a requirement of any state compact.
There are three reasons why it will be virtually impossible to deliver effective responsible gambling
via player loss limits and exclusions administered independently by every single operator operating
in a multi state compact.
Firstly, as a player I am going to be forced to make contact with say, two dozen or more,
independent operators across multiple states in order to set up my money limits and/or selfexclusion – investing a lot of my time and money which in itself will become a disincentive for
individuals to act in a manner to deliver comprehensive consumer protection.
Secondly, if I want to change my limits and self-exclusion status I am going to be forced to re-contact
the same large number of operators across multiple states. This additional administrative time
investment re-enforces the original disincentive for players to establish or subsequently reduce their
original loss limits.
Finally, and more importantly, if I do set up a $500 maximum limit with every operator and
subsequently lose $500 at my main supplier, I will most likely be tempted to “chase my losses” by
going to a second operator at which I may well lose another $500 – which will be double what I had
originally intended to lose. The first and second operator did nothing wrong by following my original
instructions. However, because the two independent operators are not inter-connected in any

manner, the result has been that I have ended up chasing my losses and exceeding my own original
budget which I established in a more rational period of decision-making.
This problem of exceeding my original set limit is compounded when there are multiple online
providers in Nevada and even further afield across say a multi-state compact. For instance, with 12
operators I could end up losing $6,000 (i.e. 12 multiples of $500) when I had originally intended for
the system to never let me lose more than $500.
We encourage the Commission to integrate a regulatory regime into state compacts which will
ensure that all responsible gaming money limits are centrally administered. This is very similar to
many current centrally co-ordinated self-exclusion programs and pre-commitment programs being
introduced in other countries around the world e.g. for Australia’s casino venues and other licensed
gambling operators across multiple venues in every state of Australia.
This outcome is easily achieved by providing through regulation for an integrated network of online
operators who interact with a central responsible gaming database of players and their limits and
self-exclusion status, which is automatically linked to the regulated operators. As players lose or win
funds this data is transmitted to the centrally regulated coordinating entity.
2. THE PROBLEMATIC USE OF CREDIT CARDS
In order to ensure a truly responsible gaming platform we continue to encourage the Commission to
not allow the authorisation of any online gambling by credit card in any state compact regulations.
The use of credit cards for online gambling will only result in players gambling with funds they don’t
possess, and thus will directly result in significantly higher levels of pathological gambling in Nevada
and the associated compact states.
This view has been supported by research undertaken by leading academics across the globe. We
note this view has also been endorsed in another submission received to this current inquiry by the
Nevada Gaming Commission.
Professor Mark Griffiths of the International Gaming Research Unit in Nottingham Trent University
reported way back in September 2007, that digital cash is problematic in a gambling sense:
“Electronic cash: For most gamblers, it is very likely that the psychological value of electronic
cash (e-cash) will be less than ‘real’ cash (and similar to the use of chips or tokens in other
gambling situations). Gambling with e-cash may lead to a ‘suspension of judgment’. The
‘suspension of judgment’ refers to a structural characteristic that temporarily disrupts the
gambler's financial value system and potentially stimulates further gambling. This is well
known by both those in commerce (i.e. people typically spend more on credit and debit cards
because it is easier to spend money using plastic) and by the gaming industry. This is the
reason that ‘chips’ are used in casinos and why tokens are used on some slot machines. In
essence, chips and tokens ‘disguise’ the money's true value (i.e. decrease the psychological
value of the money to be gambled). Tokens and chips are often re-gambled without
hesitation as the psychological value is much less than the real value.”

We thank the Commission for the opportunity to provide comment. Naturally we would be happy to
discuss our submission in more detail with the Commission
Yours sincerely

Phillip Ryan
Chairman
Global Cell: +61 417 313 726
North American website: www.RGNinc.com
GPO Box 20, Melbourne, Victoria Australia 3001
ACN: 140 181 960

(1)

SAFETY NET – Winner “TOP 20 MOST INNOVATIVE GAMING TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT AWARD”
Gaming Technology Summit, Las Vegas Nevada, 2011.
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